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Application Form 
About this application form  
This form is a formal legal document and may affect your rights and obligations. Please follow the instructions given in the “Notes for filling in the application form”. Make sure you fill in all the fields applicable to your situation and provide all relevant documents.
Warning: If your application is incomplete, it will not be  accepted (see Rule 47 of the Rules of Court). Please note  in particular that Rule 47 § 2 (a) requires that a concise statement of facts, complaints and information about compliance with the admissibility criteria MUST be on the relevant parts of the application form itself. The completed form should enable the Court to determine the nature and scope of the application without recourse to any other submissions.
Please note that this form will work correctly only with Adobe Reader 9 Upwards (download available from www.adobe.com).  Please save a copy of this form locally before filling it in using Adobe Reader, then print it and post it to the Court.
Barcode label
If you have already received a sheet of barcode labels from the  European Court of Human Rights, please place one barcode label  in the box below. 
Reference number
If you already have a reference number from the Court in relation  to these complaints, please indicate it in the box below. 
A. The applicant
A. The applicant
A.1. Individual
A.1. The applicant individual
This section refers to applicants who are individual persons only.  If the applicant is an organisation, please go to section A.2.
1. Surname
2. First name(s)
5. Nationality
6. Address
7. Telephone (including international dialling code)
8. Email (if any)
D 
M 
M 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
e.g. 31/12/1960 
3. Date of birth
9. Sex
male 
female 
4. Place of birth
A.2. Organisation
A.2. The applicant organisation
This section should only be filled in where the applicant is a  company, NGO, association or other legal entity. In this case, please also fill in section D.1.
10. Name
11. Identification number (if any)
14. Registered address
15. Telephone (including international dialling code)
16. Email
D 
D 
M 
M 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
12. Date of registration or incorporation (if any)
e.g. 27/09/2012 
13. Activity
B. State(s) against which the application is directed 
B. State(s) against which the application is directed
17. Tick the name(s) of the State(s) against which the application is directed
ALB - Albania 
AND - Andorra 
ARM - Armenia
AUT - Austria
AZE - Azerbaijan
BEL - Belgium
BGR - Bulgaria
BIH - Bosnia and Herzegovina
CHE - Switzerland
CYP - Cyprus
CZE - Czech Republic
DEU - Germany
DNK - Denmark
ESP - Spain
EST - Estonia
FIN - Finland
FRA - France
GBR - United Kingdom
GEO - Georgia
GRC - Greece
HRV - Croatia
HUN - Hungary
IRL - Ireland
ISL - Iceland
ITA - Italy
LIE - Liechtenstein
LTU - Lithuania 
LUX - Luxembourg
LVA - Latvia
MCO - Monaco
MDA - Republic of Moldova
MKD - "The former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia"
MLT - Malta
MNE - Montenegro
NLD - Netherlands
NOR - Norway
POL - Poland
PRT - Portugal
ROU - Romania
RUS - Russian Federation
SMR - San Marino
SRB - Serbia
SVK - Slovak Republic 
SVN - Slovenia
SWE - Sweden 
TUR - Turkey 
UKR - Ukraine
C. Representative(s) of the individual applicant 
C. Representative of the individual applicant
An individual applicant does not have to be represented by a lawyer at this stage. If the applicant is not represented please go to section E. Where the application is lodged on behalf of an individual applicant by a non-lawyer (e.g. a relative, friend or guardian), the non-lawyer must fill in section C.1; if it is lodged by a lawyer, the lawyer must fill in section C.2. In both situations section C.3 must be completed.
C.1. Non-lawyer
C.2. Non-lawyer
18. Capacity/relationship/function
19. Surname
20. First name(s)
21. Nationality
22. Address
23. Telephone (including international dialling code)
24. Fax
25. Email
C.2. Lawyer
C.2. Lawyer
26. Surname
27. First name(s)
28. Nationality
29. Address
30. Telephone (including international dialling code)
31. Fax
32. Email
C.3. Authority 
C.3. Authority
The applicant must authorise any representative to act on his or her behalf by signing the first box below; the designated representative must indicate his or her acceptance by signing the second box below. 
I hereby authorise the person indicated above to represent me in the proceedings before the European Court of Human Rights concerning  my application lodged under Article 34 of the Convention. 
33. Signature of applicant
34. Date
D 
D 
M 
M 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
e.g. 27/09/2015 
I hereby agree to represent the applicant in the proceedings before the European Court of Human Rights concerning the application lodged under Article 34 of the Convention. 
35. Signature of representative
36. Date
D 
D 
M 
M 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
e.g. 27/09/2015
D. Representative(s) of the applicant organisation
D. Representative(s) fo the applicant organisation
Where the applicant is an organisation, it must be represented before the Court by a person entitled to act on its behalf and in its name (e.g. a duly authorised director or official). The details of the representative must be set out in section D.1. If the representative instructs a lawyer to plead on behalf of the organisation, both D.2 and D.3 must be completed.  
D.1. Organisation  official
D.1. Organisation official
37. Capacity/relationship/function (please provide proof)
38. Surname
39. First name(s)
40. Nationality
41. Address
42. Telephone (including international dialling code)
43. Fax
44. Email
D.2. Lawyer
D.2. Lawyer
45. Surname
46. First name(s)
47. Nationality
48. Address
49. Telephone (including international dialling code)
50. Fax
51. Email
D.3. Authority 
D.3. Authority
The representative of the applicant organisation must authorise any lawyer to act on its behalf by signing the first box below; the lawyer must indicate his or her acceptance by signing the second box below.

I hereby authorise the person indicated in section D.2 above to represent the organisation in the proceedings before the European Court of Human Rights concerning the application lodged under Article 34 of the Convention. 
52. Signature of organisation official
53. Date
D 
D 
M 
M 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
e.g. 27/09/2015 
I hereby agree to represent the organisation in the proceedings before the European Court of Human Rights concerning the application lodged under Article 34 of the Convention. 
54. Signature of lawyer
55. Date
D 
D 
M 
M 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
e.g. 27/09/2015
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Subject matter of the application
Subject matter of the application
All the information concerning the facts, complaints and compliance with the requirements of exhaustion of domestic remedies and  the six-month time-limit laid down in Article 35 § 1 of the Convention must be set out in this part of the application form (sections  E, F and G). It is not acceptable to leave these sections blank or simply to refer to attached sheets. See Rule 47 § 2 and the Practice Direction on the Institution of proceedings as well as the “Notes for filling in the application form”.

E. Statement of the facts 
E. Statement of the facts
 56.
.\images\Lines_v_2\34_Lines_35-36.png
Statement of the facts (continued) 
Statement of the facts (continued)
 57.
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Statement of the facts (continued) 
 58.
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F. Statement of alleged violation(s) of the Convention and/or Protocols and relevant arguments
f. Statement of alleged violation(s) of the Convention and/or Protocols and relevant arguments
 59. Article invoked
Explanation 
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Statement of alleged violation(s) of the Convention and/or Protocols and relevant arguments (continued) 
f. Statement of alleged violation(s) of the Convention and/or Protocols and relevant arguments (continuted)
 60. Article invoked
Explanation 
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G. Compliance with admisibility criteria laid down in Article 35 § 1 of the Convention 
G. Compliance with admisibility criteria laid down in Article 35 § 1 of the Convention
For each complaint, please confirm that you have used the available effective remedies in the country concerned, including appeals, and also indicate the date when the final decision at domestic level was delivered and received, to show that you have complied with the six-month time-limit.
 61. Complaint
Information about remedies used and the date of the final decision
62. Is or was there an appeal or remedy available to you which you have not used?
62. Is or was there an appeal or remedy available to you which you have not used?
Yes
No
63. If you answered Yes above, please state which appeal or remedy you have not used and explain why not
H. Information concerning other international proceedings (if any)
H. Information concerning other international proceedings (if any)
64. Have you raised any of these complaints in another procedure of international investigation or settlement?
64. Have you raised any of these complaints in another procedure of international investigation or settlement?
Yes 
No 
65. If you answered Yes above, please give a concise summary of the procedure (complaints submitted, name of the international body  and date and nature of any decisions given).
66. Do you (the applicant) currently have, or have you previously had, any other applications before  the Court?
66. Do you (the applicant) currently have, or have you previously had, any other applications before  the Court?
Yes 
No 
67. If you answered Yes above, please write the relevant application number(s) in the box below.
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I. List of accompanying documents 
I. List of accompanying documents
You should enclose full and legible copies of all documents.  No documents will be returned to you. It is thus in your interests to submit copies, not originals.  You MUST:
- arrange the documents in order by date and by procedure;
- number the pages consecutively; and 
- NOT staple, bind or tape the documents.
68. In the box below, please list the documents in chronological order with a concise description. Indicate the page number at which each document may be found.
1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17. 18. 19. 20. 21. 22. 23. 24. 25.
p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. p. 
Any other comments 
Any other comments
Do you have any other comments about your application? 
69. Comments
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Declaration and signature 
Declaration and signature
I hereby declare that, to the best of my knowledge and belief, the information I have given in the present application form is correct. 
70. Date
D 
M 
M 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
D 
e.g. 27/09/2015
The applicant(s) or the applicant’s representative(s) must sign in the box below. 
71. Signature(s)             Applicant(s)              Representative(s)              - tick as appropriate
Confirmation of correspondent 
Confirmation of correspondent
If there is more than one applicant or more than one representative, please give the name and address of the one person with whom  the Court will correspond.  Where the applicant is represented, the Court will correspond only with the representative (lawyer or non-lawyer).
72. Name and address of             Applicant               Representative            - tick as appropriate
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The completed application form should be  signed and sent by post to:  
The Registrar
European Court of Human Rights
Council of Europe
67075 STRASBOURG CEDEX
FRANCE 
M
No
No_2
No_3
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	56. Statement of the facts: E1: INTRODUCTION TO THE FACTS; On December 20, 2016, the Dutch Supreme Court of Justice (Hoge Raad) confirmed a criminal verdict of the Leeuwarden Court of Appeal with the statement: "That verdict is correct, because the NBA in view of the provisions of the WAB cited above under 2.2.3,  is a professional body established by law, integrated in public law structures, having administrative, regulatory and supervisory powers and pursuing objectives of general interest." The case is as follows:The applicant is accountant. For many reasons he refused to stay member of the only allowed professional association in the Netherlands for accountants, the NBA. In his opinion the NBA is an industry association (ab)using under the cover of better accounting rules the legal position given to the NBA by law (Wet Accountants Beroep, WAB)  to achieve regulatory advantages primarily for large accounting firms. As industry association the NBA is very active as political lobby and other activities . Ministers are even sometimes invited to become partners of Big Four firms.  A NBA regulation (Verordening op het Bestuur) creates an automatic majority in the NBA board for the largest accounting firms. These large accounting firms have thus been able to set themselves free from most NBA regulations and supervision whereas all other members of the NBA,  due to their limited size, are obliged to follow all of these regulations.  In the proceedings applicant presented undisputed examples of regulations unfavorable for his accounting operations, unnecessary and favoring larger firms.    Statutory audit in the Netherlands is in the hands of some 300 accounting firms and done only by a very small percentage (<5%) of the more than  20.000 NBA-members. As to statutory audit the Authority Financial Markets (AFM) is in full control and the NBA lost all her previous powers regarding statutory audit. So the NBA regulations just apply to a market segment outside statutory audit where all kinds of bookkeeping and tax advisors ply their trade outside any accounting regulation or supervision.   In this segment the  large accounting firms, due to their size,  managed to operate free of all accounting regulations and supervision that do apply to all smaller members of the NBA.  These regulations  and supervision apply also to the more than 60% of all NBA members that have nothing to do with the accounting trade, as normally understood by the public. If they are not retired, they do not work as real accountants but work as employee, manager or advisor at private companies or the state in all kinds of internal jobs. But they all feel obliged to remain member of NBA for fear of loosing their academic titles:"Registeraccountant", "RA", "Accountant-Administratieconsulent" or "AA". If real accountants  such as applicant, performs the accounting trade as understood by the public but refuse to be member of NBA, they are also not allowed any longer to use in public terms as  “accountancy”, “accounting” “accountantskantoor” etc.  The NBA keeps a strict watch on violations and the Ministry of Finance follows up all NBA warnings by criminal and administrative penalties.  This is an extreme form of indirect forced association for applicant active in this field of accounting services.But there is more. If you are not a member of NBA, the civil law (Burgelijk Wetboek, BW Book 6)  forbids to perform important accounting tasks. The Law on Supervision of Accountants (Wet Toezicht Accountants, WTA) states that only NBA members or non-Dutch accountants) may register at the AFM. Applicant is not allowed to get public subsidies for his client ( Regeling Vaststelling Aanwijzingen voor Subsidieverstrekking). The private sector tends to follow this example. In applicant's opinion it is unethical and unfair to be forced by direct and indirect means to be member of NBA, dominated    by his largest competitors. That these competitors are legally enabled to enforce accounting rules on him they themselves do not need to apply, brought him to this case. Last but not least, this forced membership is disproportional, not necessary in a democratic society, there are better ways.  The above, in common language, forms the basic complaint of applicant.Expressed In legal terms, the applicant complains of:- direct and indirect forced association as forbidden in art. 11 ECHR (European Convention of Human Rights),- deprivation of property rights as forbidden in art. 1 of the First Protocol ECHR, - violation of freedom of thought and conscience as forbidden by art. 9 ECHR by forcing him to belong to an association of undertakings dominated by his largest competitors,- violation of his right to a fair trial as prescribed in art. 6 ECHR by a. the refusal of the Dutch High Court of Justice to make the essential difference in art. 11 ECHR, sub 1 between allowed public law associations and public law associations of undertakings (industry associations) that are not allowed, b. the refusal to enter into the merits of the strict limitations in art. 11 ECHR, sub 2 on allowed forced membership. 
	57. Statement of the facts: E2: ARTICLE 11.1 ECHR;  The facts quoted in this case were never disputed.  Legal history shows that this article 11.1 is just a transposition of the much more stringent art. 20.2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights "No one may be compelled to belong to an association."  The High Court just focused on some case law of your Court about the meaning of art. 11.1 ECHR, that started with the case of le Compte etc. v. Belgium (Application no. 6878/75; 7238/75, 23-6-1981).E2A: ARTICLE 11.1 ECHR, DIRECT FORCED ASSOCIATION;   In le Compte your Court distinguished two criteria: an “Integration” criterion in consideration numbered 64 and a “Preventing” criterion in consideration 65. This “Integration”criterion in consideration 64 contained 5 sub-criteria: (a) exerted in particular a recording function (b)  integrated into the structures of the State; (c)  judges appointed to most of its organs by the Crown; (d) the purpose is to protect public health; (e) legally invested with administrative as well as rule-making and disciplinary prerogatives out of the orbit of the ordinary law.  From the next phrase at the start of consideration 65 "Having regard to these various factors taken together,.... " it must be concluded that all these 5 sub-criteria are needed to achieve that art. 11 is not applicable. The not disputed facts that applicant brought forward in the proceedings, showed however that:(a)  NBA with more than 150 employees executes all functions that any industry association normally would do, such as acting as political lobby club and does therefore much more than just registering; so this sub-criterion is not applicable. (b)  NBA is not integrated into the State while the members themselves appoint their board and approve all decisions, the State can disapprove only if decisions violate laws or public interest as the State should also do with private associations; so this sub-criterion is not applicable and also very unlikely to be ever applied on professional accounting associations. (c)  NBA has no judges appointed by the State while this function is organized as a specialized part of the general judiciary; as a result this sub-criterion is not applicable. (d) NBA does not protect health or any other functions specified under paragraph 2 of art. 11 ECHR, let alone functions necessary in a democratic society;  as a result this sub-criterion is not applicable. (e) NBA does not have any administrative, rule-making or disciplinary prerogative out of the orbit of the ordinary law but only the same  prerogatives that any normal private association can have; as a result this sub-criterion is not applicable. As answer on these undisputed facts that not any of these 5 sub-criteria is applicable,  let alone all of them, the Dutch High Court of Justice concluded nevertheless in her verdict that: "the NBA in view of the provisions of the WAB cited above under 2.2.3,  is a professional body established by law,  integrated in public law structures, having administrative, regulatory and supervisory powers  and pursuing objectives of general interest." This answer disregards clear case law from your Court as shown in Le Compte, Chassagnou etc.  If these criteria of the Dutch High Court were sufficient to remove it from the scope of  art. 11, any government could create such associations at will.    The case Chassagnou etc v. France (Applications nos. 25088/94, 28331/95) clearly states in consideration 100: "If States were able, at their discretion, by classifying an association as “public” or “para-administrative”, to remove it from the scope of Article 11, that would give them such latitude that it might lead to results incompatible with the object and purpose of the Convention, which is to protect rights that are not theoretical or illusory but practical and effective."Some case law of your Court quoted in this case by both parties, shows that is is not always easy to distinguish between different forms of registration needed for a particular (public) purpose, whether the entity running that register is really integrated into the State, legally set up as '(in)dependent' private association, exerting in particular a recording function for a need defined in art. 11.2 ECHR.  Your case law shows the many subtleties with doctors, veterinarians,  lawyers, architects, taxi drivers, teachers, hunters, restaurant and hotel owners, accountants etc.   This case however, is a clear cut case given the meaning of art.11  ECHR and the facts about the  5 sub-criteria applied by le Compte, Chassagnou etc.   E2B: ARTICLE 11.1 ECHR, INDIRECT FORCED ASSOCIATION; Le Compte also started defining a “Preventing” criterion in consideration 65: "However, there is a further requirement: if there is not to be a violation, the setting up of the Ordre by the Belgian State must not prevent practitioners from forming together or joining professional associations." This criterion that a register may not have the effect of limiting access to other associations, is further refined by your Court in among others, the cases of Sigurdur a. Sigurjónsson v. Iceland (Application no. 16130/90, 30-6-1993), Redfearn v. The United Kingdom ( Application no. 47335/06, 6-11-2012) and  Vogt v. Germany (Application no. 17851/91, 26-9-1995).  What is the difference between applicant loosing his license as accountant by not joining NBA and a taxi driver? What is the difference between a teacher loosing his job by joining or not another association, based on personal convictions, with applicant? This case makes clear that it is virtually impossible to leave NBA and retain the license and practice as qualified accountant.
	58. Statement of the facts: E2C: ARTICLE 11.2 ECHR, NECESSARY IN A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY;  The text of art. 11.2 ECHR in combination with art. 20.2 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, supports the view that any exception on art. 11.1 ECHR should be extremely limited. Your case law makes also clear with considerations 109 to 113 in Chassagnou that art. 11.2 is not flexible and that only indisputable imperatives can justify interference. According to these considerations, protecting the “rights and freedoms” of others or “pressing social needs” do not justify such interference.  The argument of the High Court that NBA by supervising accountants, most of them not real accountants at all, pursues objectives of general interest is therefore not such an indisputable imperative. Anyhow that exception is not mentioned in art. 11.2 ECHR. In the proceedings it was also not disputed that the law on medical practitioners in the Netherlands (BIG), guarantees in art. 14.5 that : "Entry into a recognized specialist register does not depend on membership of the organization." That example is evident proof that forced membership for accountants is not necessary in a democratic society and completely overlooked by the High Court.    E3: ART. 1 FIRST PROTOCOL ECHR;  It was not disputed during the legal proceedings that the very strict linking of academic qualifications in a professional register with intensive criminal follow-up is very unusual in the Netherlands and only applied for the titles "Registeraccountant", "RA", "Accountant-Administratieconsulent" and "AA". In the case van Marle and others v. the Netherlands (Application no. 8543/79 etc. 26 June 1986) your Court qualified in considerations 41 and 42 these titles as asset and, hence, a possession.  The second part of art. 1 gives space to governments to control the use of property in accordance with the general interest. How this space, used only for Dutch accountants as a very strong form of indirect forced association to join an organization dominated by large accounting firms, can ever serve the general interest, is incomprehensible and not even considered by the High Court.  It is also disproportionate and not necessary in a democratic society as the example of Dutch doctors shows. Even attorneys at law, notaries etc. retain their academic title 'Mr' when they leave the Dutch register for attorneys or notaries but forbidden of course to use their professional  titles 'advokaat' or 'notaris'.  Accountants loose both their academic and professional titles when they leave the NBA-register.  The High Court did not pay any attention how this exceptional criminal treatment only for accountants can ever be justified with 'to control the use of property in accordance with the general interest' as art. 1 of the First Protocol requires. E4: ARTICLE 9 ECHR FREEDOM OF THOUGHT AND CONSCIENCE AND  ARTICLE 10 ECHR FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION; Consideration 100 in the case Chassagnou v France states among others: "Freedom of thought and opinion and freedom of expression, guaranteed by Articles 9 and 10 of the Convention respectively, would thus be of very limited scope if they were not accompanied by a guarantee of being able to share one’s beliefs or ideas in community with others, particularly through associations of individuals having the same beliefs, ideas or interests." In the case of Young, James and Webster v. the United Kingdom (Application no. 7601/76; 7806/77, 13-8-1981) your Court made in consideration 57 a very clear landmark ruling with:  "The protection of personal opinion afforded by Articles 9 and 10 (art. 9, art. 10) in the shape of freedom of thought, conscience and religion and of freedom of expression is also one of the purposes of freedom of association as guaranteed by Article 11 (art. 11). Accordingly, it strikes at the very substance of this Article (art. 11) to exert pressure, of the kind applied to the applicants, in order to compel someone to join an association contrary to his convictions." The High Court even refused to look at the arguments brought forward in the proceedings about freedom of thought and opinion and freedom of expression, in this case where no possible justifications for interference exist.  E5: ARTICLE 6 ECHR RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL;The facts shown above make clear under the heading  - E2A above: that the High Court wrongly applied the integration criteria in your case law and therefore failed to make the essential difference in art. 11 ECHR, 1 between allowed public law associations and public law associations of undertakings (industry associations) that are not allowed;- E2B above: that the High Court failed to take note of well established case law as to indirect forced membership; - E2C above: that the High Court failed to take note of clear proof (law on medical practitioners) that forced membership is not at all necessary in a democratic society and also failed to take note that any exception on art. 11.2 requires  indisputable imperatives that do not exist and do not appear in the list of possible exceptions quoted in art. 11.2;- E3 above: that the High Court disregarded the question if the very strict and very unusual title protection for Dutch accountants with criminal follow-up, is really necessary in a democratic society or serves to enforce the power of large accounting firms to set rules for which they are themselves free on everybody that ever acquired that academic title; E4: above: that the High Court failed to take note of well established case law as to Articles 9 and 10 of the Convention.These 5 facts enumerated above make clear that your case law on art. 6 is not respected. This case law requires that if submissions are fundamental to the outcome of a case, they must be dealt with in the judgment. And all of these 5 submissions are based on undisputed and indisputable facts and are fundamental to the outcome of this case.
	59. Article invoked: Article 11.1 ECHR
	59. Explanation: - As explained in section 58 under par. E1: INTRODUCTION TO THE FACTS,  there are more than 20.000 members of the NBA. Over 60% of them, meaning more than 12.000  work, when they are not retired,  as employee, manager or advisor etc. for private companies or the State in functions outside the scope of the classical accounting trade, as generally understood by the public. The main reason why these at least 12.000 persons remain NBA-member is their need or wish to hold their academic title (RA, AA) and the professional education and experience required for that title.  Statutory audit is done only by a very small percentage (<5%) of all 20.000 NBA-members and strictly supervised by the Authority Financial Markets (AFM). So the remaining 30-35% NBA-members, at least 6000,  work in the accounting industry. And these real accountants can ill afford not to use for themselves in public terms as  “accountancy”, “accounting” “accountantskantoor” etc. Hiding behind lower rated terms as 'bookkeeper' or 'tax advisor' and not publicly showing their true qualification, education and experience is a difficult choice. It can hardly be disputed that the main interest of industry associations is normally advocating the interest of members and not always exclusively the general interest.  And under the cover of serving the public interest the  NBA has advocated the interests of (some of their largest) members very well.  It strikes at the very essence of freedom of association in art. 11.1 if an industry association is allowed to use public power given by law, for other purposes than the general interest. And there can hardly be doubt that forcing into membership at least 12.000 people working outside the accounting industry, does not pursue an objective of general interest as the High Court maintained. And what general interest is at stake when at least 6.000 real accountants in this very competitive accounting industry are strictly supervised to keep them to all rules while their largest competitors may set themselves free of all rules or supervision?     That is the reason why Le Compte states that "Within the context of this latter function, the Ordre is required in particular to keep the register of medical practitioners." (Le Compte cons. 64). That focus on registration only is the main reason why in cases that your Court deemed that art. 11.1 was not applicable, the organizations involved were pure associations of professionals indeed and not industry associations pursuing objectives other than the general interest .- As explained in section 58 under par. E2A: ART. 11.1 ECHR, DIRECT FORCED ASSOCIATION, none of the other criteria developed by your case law and necessary to remain outside the scope of art. 11 was applicable. And your case law shows also that all criteria must be met. While none of them did, the case is clear. NBA is an association within the scope of art. 11.1.- Section 58 under par. E2B: ART. 11.1 ECHR, INDIRECT FORCED ASSOCIATION explained that your case law holds the view that a register may not have the effect of limiting access to other associations. It is true that access to other accounting associations in itself is formally allowed.  But the choice of being or not being registered as NBA-member is not a free choice. Joining another accounting association makes sense only when you keep being registered as member in NBA and as member of that other association. Not being registered at NBA implies, besides loosing your academic and professional title, that accountants cannot perform any longer typical accounting jobs while the civil law (Burgelijk Wetboek, BW Book 6), Administrative Law ( Regeling Vaststelling Aanwijzingen voor Subsidieverstrekking) and the Law on Supervision of Accountants (Wet Toezicht Accountants, WTA) prevent that.  And the case law quoted under this paragraph E2 intends to prevent that you loose your job,  license and/or practice by joining or not joining other associations.  The verdict of the Dutch High Court concluded that a "professional body established by law, integrated in public law structures, having administrative, regulatory and supervisory powers and pursuing objectives of general interest" falls outside the scope 
	60. Article invoked: Article 11.2 Article ECHRArticle 1 First Protocol ECHRArticle 9/10 ECHRArticle 6 Article ECHR
	60. Explanation: of art.11.1.  This statement is not reconcilable with clear case law of the European Court of Justice (ECJ) regarding professional bodies. In the case ECLI:EU:C:2002:98 for the Dutch professional body for lawyers, the Bar Association NOvA, almost comparable with NBA, regarding a specific regulation, the ECJ stated that: "a professional body such as the Bar of the Netherlands is neither fulfilling a social function based on the principle of solidarity, unlike certain social security bodies, nor exercising powers which are typically those of a public authority. It acts as the regulatory body of a profession, the practice of which constitutes an economic activity. " And in ECLI:EU:C:2013:127  regarding OTOC,  a professional body for accountants, comparable with NBA,  the ECJ concluded that: "In accordance with settled case-law, in the context of competition law, the concept of an undertaking covers any entity engaged in an economic activity, regardless of its legal status and the way in which it is financed (see, inter alia, Wouters and Others, para- graph 46 and the case-law cited)." The activities of NBA, even if serving only objectives  of general interest,  are thus economic activities for competition law. That the god-fathers of art. 11.1 wanted to keep these activities out of its orbit is hardly conceivable . - Section 58 under par. E2C: ART. 11.2 ECHR, NECESSARY IN A DEMOCRATIC SOCIETY quoted your case law stating that exceptions on art. 11.2 ECHR,  should be extremely limited, are not flexible and need indisputable imperatives to justify interference. The same section E2C however gave evident proof through the Dutch law on the medical profession that forced membership is not needed at all in a democratic society. In the list of exceptions enumerated in  art. 11.2, accountants do not even appear, let alone that any indisputable imperative exists justifying interference for the protection of rights and freedoms of others as this article requires. Especially not given the evident proof given on the medical profession that appears effectively in the list of exceptions.- Section 58 under par. E3: ART. 1 FIRST PROTOCOL ECHR explained that the very  exceptional criminal treatment given only to accountants if they use their academic and professional titles can never be justified with the argument that this is necessary 'to control the use of property in accordance with the general interest' as art. 1 of the First Protocol requires.  The simple fact that this is only applied to Dutch accountants and not any other Dutch profession is evident proof, that this treatment serves other purposes.   - Section 58 under par. E4: ART. 9 ECHR FREEDOM OF THOUGHT AND CONSCIENCE AND  ART. 10 ECHR FREEDOM OF EXPRESSION quoted your case law stating clearly: "Accordingly, it strikes at the very substance of this Article (art. 11) to exert pressure, of the kind applied to the applicants, in order to compel someone to join an association contrary to his convictions." And common sense makes clear that it  is contrary to any body's conviction if a professional is compelled by law (WAB) to stay member of an association dominated by his largest competitors that force strict (NBA) regulations and supervision on his professional (accounting) activities but enable themselves to be set free of all these regulations and supervision.  This landmark ruling in the case of  Young, James and Webster v. the United Kingdom in 1981 has been repeated in many cases  by your court, mostly relating to trade unions, religious or political associations, journalists etc.  But also with entrepreneurs as shown in Vörður Ólafsson v. Iceland (Application  no. 20161/06, 27-4-2010).  In that case the convictions of the applicant did not clash with the association he was forced to belong to. Nevertheless art. 11 ECHR was deemed applicable.   In the actual case the convictions of the applicant clash and as shown under the Statement  of Facts it is virtually impossible to leave NBA and retain the academic and  professional titles of a qualified accountant on top of his license and practice. - Section 58 under par. E5: ARTICLE 6 ECHR RIGHT TO A FAIR TRIAL gave evidence of 5 allegations implying  5 submissions based on undisputed and indisputable facts and all fundamental to the outcome of this case. 
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